Back to candyland 2 level 17
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8/10 - 86 votes Played 79,722 times Prepare for a magical trip to Candyland where everything is candy and sugar. Eliminate blocks of at least 3 jelly of the same color and create powerful canines, with devastating forces, by removing larger groups. In each level of this match 3 game, you will have a
limited number of moves as well as a goal in points to achieve. Comments Back to Sand: Snow in Paradise Fireboy and Watergirl: The Forest Temple Sleepy Kitten Puzzle Betsy's Crafts: Summer Sand Painting Page 2 1001 Arab Nights 7: The Ebony Horse Witchcraft: The Magic Cauldron Back to
Candyland 5: Choco Mountain 1001 Arabian Nights 5: Sinbad the Seaman Back to Santaland: Merry Christmas Back to Santaland: Winter Holidays Back to Santalus to Santaland: Snow in Paradise Back to Santaland: Christmas Is Coming Adventures Of Juicy Berries Back to Candyland 4: Lollipop
Garden Sweet Astronomy: Cookie Adventure Through the Cave: Episode 2 Through the Cave: Episode 1 Back to Candyland Episode 3: Sweet River Back to Candyland: Episode 2 Back to Candyland: Episode 1 Level 17 of Candy Crush Saga can be considered one of the hardest levels in the Candy
Factory episode. Although the goal is the same as the other level ingredients, the number of ingredients as well as the limited number of moves make this level more challenging than it looks. The ingredients on the outer columns are those that are particularly difficult to get down. The point goal at level 17
should not really be a problem, so don't focus too much on that particular goal. Here are some tips that should come in handy in finishing this level. Quick Guide Tips #1 - Where to Focus Your Moves Tips #2 - What Special Candies Are Best Tips #3 - Goals for Each Move Comments - Leave a comment if
you're stuck and I'll try to help. Purpose: Bring down 4 ingredients and get at least 40,000 points. Draw: 19 Stars: 1 star = 40,000 points; 2 stars = 50,000 points; 3 stars = 60,000 points Tip #1: When given the chance, try to get cherries on the outer columns towards the center, as it is easier to bring them
to the bottom of the board if they are in the middle columns. The shape of the board makes it difficult to get down ingredients on the periphery, so start by bringing them down first to make this level much easier for you. Popular: The 14 Candy Crush Saga Cheats &amp; Tips Experts don't want you to
learn. Back to Top Tip #2: Just like most levels that require you to bring down the ingredients, the vertical striped candies would be very handy at this level. The wide board makes it easier for you to find candy combinations to create striped candy, even though there are 5 types of candy on the board.
Make sure you activate the vertical striped candy when it is in the same column as an ingredient. You may also create horizontal striped cans and it down to the bottom of the board, so you can easily drop the ingredients near the bottom of the grate. Combining striped canines with wrapped canines can
also do wonders for you in this level. Popular: The 14 Candy Crush Saga Cheats &amp; Tips Experts don't want you to learn. Back to Top Tip #3: Since you only have 19 moves in level 17, you should make every move count. Every move that you make should bring an ingredient down at least one level.
If you waste any move, you can find yourself on tactics as you reach the end of the game. Keep your goal to bring down the ingredients as your top priority. Hopefully this was a good preparation for you as you move into the jelly madness that is Candy Crush level 18. Honestly, don't be surprised if you
run into a little more trouble with your next challenge than you did on this one. Let me know how to faring crush these candies in the comments below. Back to Top How to enable Flash For a step-by-step guide, visit our FAQ page. Tell me more Cancel (416 votes) Come back to the cute Candyland! Clear
step by step by removing groups of colorful shiny jelly. Try to make combos and match your candies with bonuses to activate them and get more points. You must match at least 3 candies of the same kind to remove them from the screen and earn points. The more cans you match at once, the more
points you will earn. This game is as addictive as it is fun's so you better get right to it. Master one level after another and go up the victory ladder. Are you ready for this colorful, bubbly adventure? Find out and have fun with Back to Candyland 2, online and free on Silvergames.com! Controls: Mouse
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